
SPARROWHAWKS SPRING TERM 2023

Happy New Year! We have dived headlong into our Polar
Explorers topic and hopefully your children have already
been sharing lots of fascinating facts with you from their
learning.

In October, we welcomed Miss Heffron to our Sparrowhawks
team, alongside myself, Mrs Ludkin, Mrs Saunders and Mrs
Jones.

Our PE lessons will continue to be on a Wednesday with me and on a Thursday
with Mr Smith. PE kit is listed here: tacolneston.norfolk.sch.uk/school-uniform

Homework will alternate between an English or a Maths task in their yellow
books which is to be handed in every Monday. We run a
homework club on a Friday lunchtime so that children needing
support to complete a task can do so with our help.  Children
have individual log-ins to several different online learning
platforms which they use in school and can also access from
home. These are all stuck in the front cover of their homework books in case
pupils need a reminder. Online MyMaths tasks are due every Thursday. We will
continue to report weekly on tables fluency progress, which can be practised at
ttrockstars.com or Stick and Split at www.mayfaireducation.com

As we have moved over to Read Write Inc Spell, most children will not have a
formal weekly spelling test, instead bringing home target words in their spelling
log books to practise. Some children will continue to have their words on
www.spellingframe.com to practise.

We launched our Reading Passports this week, which should be kept inside the
yellow reading record books. Pupils earn a stamp in their passport for every
book they finish. They may complete this independently or through audiobook
apps such as Libby which is free: https://norfolk.overdrive.com Could we
please repeat our request that reading books, records and passports come in
every day in book bags - no big, bulky backpacks please as we have very limited
space in our cloakrooms.

Our year 6 pupils will start to meet SATs practice questions in early morning
work to ease them gently into SATs preparation. Later this term, I will advertise

https://tacolneston.norfolk.sch.uk/school-uniform/
https://ttrockstars.com/
https://www.stickandsplit.com/schoolaccess
http://www.spellingframe.com
https://norfolk.overdrive.com/


a SATs information meeting so that parents can find out more about how to
support their children through this period of assessment which will run
Tuesday 9th to Friday 12th May.

If you have any questions, please contact me at our class email address:
sparrowhawks@tacolneston.norfolk.sch.uk unless it is an attendance matter,
which still needs to go directly to the office.

I look forward to another very exciting term in Sparrowhawks.

Mrs Livermore.
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Sparrowhawks Curriculum - Spring Term 2023

HUMANITIES
Our topic this term is Polar Exploration. We are looking at globes
and atlases and discovering lines of latitude and longitude. Using
Ordnance Survey maps of our local area, we are learning about
6-figure grid references, reading keys, noticing geographical
features on these maps and gaining an appreciation of basic
navigation. We will be looking at both global and local geography,
identifying UK, European and polar features. We will study the
differences between life at the North and South Poles and the
human endeavours to explore and chart the extremes of our
planet.

ENGLISH
We have started reading ‘Journey to the Frozen North' which is
based on the life of Matthew Henson, the first man to reach the
North Pole. We will be reading 'Shackleton's Voyage' which tells
the story of Ernest Shackleton's bid to be the first exploration
party to walk the entire breadth of Antarctica. These two
non-fiction texts will give us opportunities to look at diary writing,
biographies, information texts and persuasive writing. Henson is
not a famous name and we will be looking at why, as a black
explorer,  it took such a lot of effort to have his accomplishments
recognised.
Our fiction text for this topic will be 'Sky Song', by Abi Elphinstone,
set in the frozen landscape of the Arctic.

MATHS
We will be using POWER MATHS resources to learn more about
fractions, decimals and percentages; geometry and plotting
co-ordinates; and keeping up our practise of the four arithmetic
functions. Using Times Table Rockstars, there will continue to be a
focus on tables fluency. We also use Stick and Split app (see above)
for deepening our number understanding and associated division
facts rather than just rote-learning the tables.

SCIENCE
We are continuing our learning about light before moving on to
exploring life cycles. We are very fortunate to be working with the
John Innes Centre for a day's workshop combining Science, Art
and Writing. We will also be looking at the research that is
currently being undertaken by scientists working at the British
Antarctic Survey - research stations in Antarctica.

RE
We will be answering the question: What does it mean to be part
of a global Christian community? linking with ideas of global
stewardship through our topic.



During Lent, we will answer the question: Why do Christians call
the day Jesus died Good Friday?

COMPUTING
There will be a strong focus on E-Safety: understanding what
bullying and cyber-bullying are; reporting concerns to adults;
what personal information to keep safe; and identifying warning
signs that a website may not be secure.
We will be programming using Kodu. Children will be taught how
to move a character around a 3D world; use 'When' and 'Do'
instructions; and will create a path for a character to follow.

ART/DT
In art we will be designing some marine-inspired batik textile
pieces of work.
We will incorporate our topic into our D.T. and look at sustainable
and renewable energy sources and will take on a wind-power
challenge to design and make a model wind-turbine capable of
lifting the heaviest weight.
During Lent, we will make hot cross buns and pancakes.

MUSIC We will use the Charanga Music School unit “Classroom Jazz" to
explore the music of influential jazz artists like Duke Ellington,
Count Basie & Frank Sinatra. We will continue to develop our skills
on the ukulele and glockenspiel, particularly improvisation.

FRENCH
We will be learning to ask politely for food items; describe how to
make a sandwich; express opinions about food; and talk about
healthy and unhealthy food. We will then move on to naming
places in the town; asking the way and giving directions, saying
where you are going; and giving the time.

PSHE We will continue our PATHs work and will look at how we can
work together as global citizens to make small changes towards
more sustainable living.

PE

Mrs Livermore will lead sessions on dance and Mr Smith will start
the term developing hockey skills.


